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중3 천재(이) 빈칸 30  

1과 

Long ago, 1) an honest merchant lived in Genoa, Italy. His name was Antonio, and he 2) went 

to different places to support his family by trading. One day, he 3) filled his ship with goods and 

visited 4) a faraway island. There he 5) traded tools for spices and books for nuts. Thanks to 

Antonio, the 6) islanders could get what they needed.  

One night, Antonio 7) had dinner with the island’s queen at her palace. When 8) dinner was 

served, rats appeared, and some servants 9) chased them away with sticks. 

 

Antonio 10) was greatly surprised that there were rats in the palace. He asked, 11) “Are there 

no cats on this island?” The queen 12) looked puzzled. “What is a cat?” she asked.  

The merchant said to himself, “13) What the islanders here need is not tools or books, but 

cats.” He brought two cats from his ship and 14) let them run free. “15)What amazing animals!” 

cried the queen when she 16) saw all the rats run away. She gave Antonio 17) a chest that was 

filled with jewels.  

 

Back in Italy, Antonio told his friends about 18) his good fortune. Luigi, 19) the richest merchant 

in Genoa, heard the story and 20) was jealous. “21) Cats are worthless,” Luigi thought. “I’ll 

bring the queen 23) what is really valuable. I’m sure that the queen will give me more jewels.”  

Luigi packed his ship with 24) wonderful paintings and other works of art. He took the gifts to 

the island. 25) To get a chance to meet the queen, he told the islanders 26) a lie that he was a 

good friend of Antonio’s. When the queen heard about Luigi, she 27) invited him to her palace 

for dinner. Before sitting down at the table, Luigi presented the queen with all his gifts, and the 

queen thanked him again and again. “28) I’ll repay you with a priceless gift,” said the queen.  

 

Luigi 29) watched the queen whisper in a servant’s ear. He became 30) excited and hopeful.  
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He was sure that he would receive 31) more jewels than Antonio.  

After a while, the servant returned with a box, and the queen presented it to Luigi. When Luigi 

opened the box, 32) he was speechless. 

There was a kitten in the box. “Antonio 33) gave us the priceless cats, and we now have some 

kittens,” said the queen. “34) In return for the wonderful gifts you gave us, 35) we want to give 

you what is most valuable to us.”  

Luigi realized that, in the queen’s mind, 36) the kitten was worth far more than all the jewels 

in the world. He tried 37) to look pleased with the gift. He knew 38) that was the right thing to 

do. Luigi did not return home a richer man. But 39) he was surely a wiser one. 

 

2과 

For the science project, our group 40) has chosen very special insects. 

• They are very social. 

• They are 41) as old as the T-Rex. 

• They 42) appear in Aesop’s stories. 

• They use 43) a special chemical to communicate. 

 

Can you 44) guess what they are? Yes, the answer is ants. 45) We want to share with you what 

we have learned about these insects. 

 

46) How Many Ants Are on Earth? 

We often 47) see ants come out of nowhere. Like humans, they 48) live almost everywhere in 

the world, 49) except a few extremely cold places including Antarctica. 50) As of 2018, there 

were over 51) 7 billion people on Earth. Then, how about ants? According to scientists, 52) 

there are about one million ants for every human in the world. Though 53) each ant hardly 

weighs anything, one million ants are 54) as heavy as a human being weighing about 62 

kilograms. 
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55) What Is the Ant Society Like? 

Ants live 56) in colonies which have lots of residents living together. 57) Within a colony, there 

are usually 58) three different types of ants. There is the queen, and 59) what she does her 

entire life is lay eggs. The second type of ant is 60) the male that helps the queen produce 

these eggs. The third type of ant is the worker. 61) Worker ants are all female and do very 

important jobs, like 62) caring for eggs, defending the colony, and collecting food. 

 

63) How Do Ants Communicate? 

64) Though ants do not speak like humans, they actually 65) have a “language.” Ants 66) 

produce a chemical called a pheromone to 67) communicate with one another. By 68) using 

the chemical, they 69) can exchange information about food or danger. Ants also 70) use touch 

for communication. For example, if an ant finds food, 71) it passes on the good news by rubbing 

its body on its neighbor. Since an ant 72) has legs covered with very sensitive hairs, it can 

sense 73) even the smallest touch. 

 

FUN FACTS ABOUT ANTS 

01 Some queen ants 74) live up to 30 years. 

02 Some ants 75) can carry things that are 50 times their own body weight. 

03 Ants 76) do not have lungs but 77) breathe through small holes in their bodies 

04 An ant 78) has two stomachs. One stomach 79) holds food for itself, and 80) the other holds 

81) food to share with others. 

05 Most ants can 82) swim and live 24 hours underwater. 

 

G: Hey, Minjun. 83) What a surprise! 

B: Hi, Sora. I’m glad we’re 84) in the same class. 

G: I am, too. We’re now in our last year in middle school. How do you feel? 
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B: I’m a little worried that 85) there’ll be more schoolwork. 

G: Me, too. We also 86) have to think about our high school. 

B: Which kind of school do you 87) have in mind? 

G: 88) I’m thinking of an animation high school. I love painting. 

G: Oliver, what club are you going to join? 

B: 89) I’m not sure. How about you, Sora? 

G: I want to join the school dance club. 

B: Really? But I heard 90) you’re preparing for an animation high school. 

G: Right, but 91) I need some time to relax. We all need 92) to do something to get over stress. 

B: 93) You can say that again. 

G: Why don’t you join me? It’ll be fun. 

B: No, thanks. Dancing is not for me. 94) I have two left feet. 

 

B: Jimin, look! That red phone case 95) looks nice! 

G: 96) You can say that again! Mom would love it as a birthday present. 

B: I wonder 97) how much it costs. 

G: Let me see. 98) It costs 40,000 won. 

B: Really? That’s so expensive! 
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G: I don’t agree. Look! 99) It works as a wallet, too. 

B: Oh, 100) I didn’t see that. Then let’s buy it for Mom. 

G: Okay. 101) I’m delighted to buy something special for Mom. 

B: 102) So am I. 

 

B: Amber, how do you like the camp? 

G: It’s great. 103) I’m having a lot of fun. 

B: 104) Me, too. 105) The talent show last night was really great. 

G: Yeah. 106) By the way, did you 107) decide on the afternoon program? 

B: No, 108) I haven’t yet. 109) Which do you think is better, hiking or swimming? 

G: 110) I’ll go hiking because we can see wild birds and insects in the woods. 

B: 111)  I’ll join you. I like birds and insects. 

G: Great. I heard we’ll have a hiking guide. 

B: 112) Sounds good. 

 

W: Everyone, look at this chestnut tree. This is 113)the oldest tree in these woods. 

B: 114) Can you tell me how old it is? 

W: It’s about 150 years old. 
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B: Wow! 115) It’s ten times my age. 

G: Ms. Oh, 116) is that a beehive up in the tree? 

W: Yes. Can you guess how many bees live there? 

G: 500 bees? 

W: Good guess, but 117) it’s big enough to hold over 50,000 bees. 

B, G: 118) Unbelievable! 

 

B: Sora, can you take a look at these pictures? 

G: 119) What are these for? 

B: 120) I’m trying to choose a picture for my story in the school newspaper. 
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G: What’s your story about? 

B: Nature’s future. 

G: Can you tell me more about it? 

B: It’s about endangered animals in the Arctic areas. 

G: That sounds interesting. 

B: Which picture do you think is better? 

G: I like the one showing a skinny polar bear. 
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중3 천재(이) 빈칸 90  

1과 

Long ago, 1) ____________________________________ Genoa, Italy. His name was Antonio, and 

he 2) ____________________________________ his family by trading. One day, he 3) 

____________________________________ and visited 4) __________________. There he 5) 

____________________________________. __________________Antonio, the 6) 

____________________________________.  

One night, Antonio 7) __________________the island’s queen at her palace. When 8) 

__________________, rats appeared, and some servants 9) ______________________________. 

 

Antonio 10) __________________that there were rats in the palace. He asked, 11) 

“____________________________________?” The queen 12) __________________. “What is a 

cat?” she asked.  

The merchant said to himself, “13) __________________________________________ 

____________.” He brought two cats from his ship and 14) __________________. “15) 

__________________!” cried the queen when she 16) ____________________________________. 

She gave Antonio 17) ____________________________________.  

 

Back in Italy, Antonio told his friends about 18) __________________. Luigi, 19) 

____________________________________, heard the story and 20) __________________. “21) 

__________________,” Luigi thought. “I’ll bring the queen 23) __________________. I’m sure 

that the queen will give me more jewels.”  

Luigi packed his ship with 24) ____________________________________. He took the gifts to the 

island. 25) ____________________________________, he told the islanders 26) 

____________________________________. When the queen heard about Luigi, she 27) 

____________________________________for dinner. Before sitting down at the table, Luigi 

presented the queen with all his gifts, and the queen thanked him again and again. “28) 

____________________________________,” said the queen.  
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Luigi 29) ______________________________________________________. He became 30) 

__________________.  

He was sure that he would receive 31) ______________________.  

After a while, the servant returned with a box, and the queen presented it to Luigi. When Luigi 

opened the box, 32) ______________________. 

There was a kitten in the box. “Antonio 33) ______________________, and we now have some 

kittens,” said the queen. “34) ______________________the wonderful gifts you gave us, 35) 

____________________________________________.”  

Luigi realized that, in the queen’s mind, 36) ____________________________________________ 

______________________. He tried 37) ______________________. He knew 38) 

____________________________________________. Luigi did not return home a richer man. But 

39) ______________________. 

 

2과 

For the science project, our group 40) ____________________________________________. 

• They are very social. 

• They are 41) ______________________. 

• They 42) ______________________. 

• They use 43) ____________________________________________. 

 

Can you 44) ______________________? Yes, the answer is ants. 45) ______________________ 

 

46) ____________________________________________? 

We often 47) ____________________________________________. Like humans, they 48) 

______________________in the world, 49) ____________________________________ including 

Antarctica. 50) ______________________, there were over 51) ______________________. Then, 

how about ants? According to scientists, 52) ____________________________________________ 

______________________.  
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Though 53) ______________________, one million ants are 54) ______________________ 

____________________________________________. 

 

55) ______________________? 

Ants live 56) ____________________________________________living together. 57) 

______________________, there are usually 58) ______________________. There is the queen, 

and 59) ____________________________________________. The second type of ant is 60) 

____________________________________________. The third type of ant is the worker. 61) 

__________________________ and do very important jobs, like 62) 

____________________________________________________. 

 

63) __________________________? 

64) __________________________like humans, they actually 65) __________________________.” 

Ants 66) ____________________________________________________to 67) 

____________________________________________________. By 68) 

__________________________, they 69) __________________________ about food or danger. 

Ants also 70) __________________________. For example, if an ant finds food, 71) 

____________________________________________________. Since an ant 72) 

____________________________________________________, it can sense 73) 

__________________________ 

 

FUN FACTS ABOUT ANTS 

01 Some queen ants 74) __________________________. 

02 Some ants 75) ____________________________________________________. 

03 Ants 76) __________________________but 77) __________________________in their bodies 

04 An ant 78) __________________________. One stomach 79) __________________________, 

and 80) __________________________holds 81) __________________________. 

05 Most ants can 82) ____________________________________________________. 
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G: Hey, Minjun. 83) __________________________! 

B: Hi, Sora. I’m glad we’re 84) __________________________. 

G: I am, too. We’re now in our last year in middle school. How do you feel? 

B: I’m a little worried that 85) __________________________. 

G: Me, too. We also 86) __________________________. 

B: Which kind of school do you 87) __________________________? 

G: 88) __________________________ an animation high school. I love painting. 

G: Oliver, what club are you going to join? 

B: 89) __________________________. How about you, Sora? 

G: I want to join the school dance club. 

B: Really? But I heard 90) __________________________ an animation high school. 

G: Right, but 91) __________________________ We all need 92) __________________________. 

B: 93) __________________________. 

G: Why don’t you join me? It’ll be fun. 

B: No, thanks. Dancing is not for me. 94) __________________________. 

 

B: Jimin, look! That red phone case 95) __________________________! 

G: 96) __________________________! Mom would love it as a birthday present. 
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B: I wonder 97) __________________________. 

G: Let me see. 98) __________________________. 

B: Really? That’s so expensive! 

G: I don’t agree. Look! 99) __________________________. 

B: Oh, 100) __________________________. Then let’s buy it for Mom. 

G: Okay. 101) ____________________________________________________. 

B: 102) __________________________. 

 

B: Amber, how do you like the camp? 

G: It’s great. 103) __________________________. 

B: 104) __________________________. 105) __________________________ last night was really 

great. 

G: Yeah. 106) __________________________, did you 107) __________________________? 

B: No, 108) __________________________. 109) __________________________, hiking or 

swimming? 

G: 110) __________________________ we can see wild birds and insects in the woods. 

B: 111)  __________________________. I like birds and insects. 

G: Great. I heard we’ll have a hiking guide. 
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B: 112) __________________________. 

 

W: Everyone, look at this chestnut tree. This is 113) __________________________. 

B: 114) __________________________? 

W: It’s about 150 years old. 

B: Wow! 115) __________________________. 

G: Ms. Oh, 116) __________________________? 

W: Yes. Can you guess how many bees live there? 

G: 500 bees? 

W: Good guess, but 117) __________________________. 

B, G: 118) __________________________! 

 

B: Sora, can you take a look at these pictures? 

G: 119) __________________________? 

B: 120) __________________________a picture for my story in the school newspaper. 

 

 

 

 

 


